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Book Reviews


The author of this interesting monograph is a clinical chemist at the National Hospital for Nervous Disease, Queen Square. He has had an extraordinary experience with CSF studies apparently encompassing some 25,000 samples. It is stated that this book's main thrust is to put forward two hypotheses based on this data, namely that there are multiple barriers for CSF proteins and that logarithmic models give a better fit to the quantitative analysis of immunoglobulin data.

The book's focus is remarkably narrow and it is clear that when the author ventures outside his experience with CSF clinical chemistry, he runs into difficulty. Although tables suggesting clinical action on the basis of isolated CSF results are well-meaning few clinicians would base the decision on therapy on the results of CSF immunoglobulin studies. Furthermore, comments about prognosis as they relate to these results are similarly of very little value.

This book's main value lies in its relatively comprehensive review of the literature on most aspects of CSF although much of the original material in it would be of interest only to a selected few researchers who work on CSF. The book would be suitable for institutional libraries as a reference source.

G.C. Ebers, London, Ontario

HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE: A DISORDER OF FAMILIES. By Susan E. Folstein. Published by The John Hopkins University Press. $46 Cdn approx.

In the Preface of the book, the author states that her aim is to "communicate current knowledge about Huntington's disease, including clinical care, clinical research and basic research". The audience is intended to include clinicians and researchers beginning work on Huntington's disease and as such, all chapters may not be equally relevant to all readers.

The author clearly meets her objectives. The book provides a good overview of our current knowledge of Huntington's disease and is divided into the following major sections: Clinical Features, Basic and Clinical Research, Diagnostic Issues and
Patient Care. There are also 5 Appendices: Clinical Assessment Instruments, DSMIIIIR Criteria for Relevant Psychiatric Disorders, Genealogic Strategies, Service Organizations and Agencies and Genetic Issues. In addition, a comprehensive reference list is provided.

In general, each section is clearly written. Each chapter begins with a quotation from Huntington’s report from 1872 and also includes a relevant case report. Most specialized terms are defined, for example “founder effect” and “dyskinesia”. The section on Neuroscience is particularly well-prepared for the novice as the normal anatomy, chemistry and function of the basal ganglia are initially described before discussing the changes in Huntington’s disease. The appendix listing service organizations includes those in many countries and so is relevant to readers worldwide.

One criticism is the author’s frequent use of abbreviations. Although most of these are defined when they first appear in the text, this is not always the case. For example, “MIS” which appears in Figure 2.1 is not defined until Figure 2.4. In reading the text, a reader previously unfamiliar with the abbreviations can tend to become confused when presented with several within one sentence or paragraph. It would therefore have been preferable, given the anticipated readership, to limit the use of abbreviations.

In summary, the book meets its goal. It is recommended to the clinician or researcher beginning work in Huntington’s disease. While an experienced clinician or researcher would probably not learn new information from the book, such a person may benefit by having the book available as a reference for students and colleagues new to the area of Huntington’s disease. The price of $46 Cdn. is relatively inexpensive and therefore the book is accessible to most interested individuals.

A.D. Sadovnick, Vancouver, B.C.